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Giant pulse lasing in three-level systems
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We propose an alternative method toQ switching for generating giant pulses of laser light in three-level
media. This mehod is based on the presence of an external coherent field driving one transition to allow the
accumulation of a large population inversion in the other transition without laser oscillation even in a cavity
with high-Q factor. The switching off of the external coherent field causes the development of the giant pulse.
Different time profiles for the switching off of the external field have been investigated.
@S1050-2947~99!00804-5#

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Qk, 42.60.Gd, 42.50.Gy
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I. INTRODUCTION

Q switching is a standard technique for generating la
pulses of short duration, e.g., 1027–1028 sec, and relatively
high peak power, e.g., 106–107 W, the so-called giant
pulses@1#. In this technique, the qualityQ factor of the laser
resonator is kept initially low to prevent laser oscillatio
while pumping builds up a large population inversion. Th
a sudden switching of the cavityQ from the low value to a
high value results in the release as a laser pulse of s
duration of the energy accumulated in the upper level. T
lifetime of this level must be relatively long, usually a fra
tion of a millisecond, to allow the accumulation of a larg
population inversion. This is the case of most crystall
solid-state lasers~e.g., Nd:YAG, ruby, alexandrite! and some
gas lasers (CO2 and iodine! @2#. In these systems the pump
ing mechanisms are incoherent and onlytwo levelsof the
amplifying medium are coherently coupled with the lig
field.

We present here an alternative technique toQ switching
for generating giant pulses of laser light inthree-level media.
In these configurations, the presence of an external cohe
field acting on one transition modifies substantially t
threshold population inversion needed for laser oscillation
the other transition. In fact, in the presence of an incohe
pumping mechanism in the latter transition, it is possible
accumulate a large population inversion without laser os
lation even in a lossless cavity. This phenomenon is kno
as population inversion without amplification or lasing~IWA
or IWL! @3#, one of the many known effects induced b
atomic coherence@4#. After the inversion saturates to a hig
value, it is possible to extract the energy from the inver
transition in the form of a giant laser pulse by switching o
the driving field in the other transition. Actually, in thes
three-level configurations the switching on/off of the drivin
field plays a similar role as the switching from a low to
high value of the cavityQ factor in two-level systems. We

*FAX: ~34! 93 581 21 55.
†FAX: ~34! 93 739 81 01.
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note that, to our knowledge, this is the first potential app
cation of the inversion without amplification phenomenon

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the model
a laser operating on a cascade three-level system is in
duced and explicit necessary conditions for the appearanc
giant pulses are derived. In Sec. III we numerically inves
gate a specific example and compare the results to thos
the conventionalQ-switching technique. We study also th
influence of different time profiles for the switching off o
the external driving field. Some considerations for a practi
realization of the new technique for generating giant la
pulses are presented in Sec. IV. Section V summarizes
main conclusions.

II. MODEL

We will focus our analysis to the cascade configurat
shown in Fig. 1. A ring laser cavity is prepared in order
generate a laser field, the giant pulse, in the upper trans
u1&-u2& of the three-level media. The coupling of this fie
with the atomic transition is characterized by a Rabi f
quency 2a(t)[m12Ea(t)/\ with m12 the electric dipole mo-
ment of theu1&-u2& transition andEa the electric field am-

FIG. 1. Cascade three-level system under investigation.b(t)
anda(t) are half the Rabi frequencies of the external coherent
the generated pulsed laser fields, respectively.g12 and g23 are the
spontaneous population decay rates of the laser and driven tr
tions andr is the population transfer rate of an incoherent pump
process in the laser transition.
3038 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 59 3039GIANT PULSE LASING IN THREE-LEVEL SYSTEMS
plitude of the laser pulse. In addition, an external puls
laser field drives the lower transitionu2&-u3& with a Rabi
frequency 2b(t)[m23Eb(t)/\. Without loss of generality,a
and b are taken real. An incoherent continuous pump
process from levelu2& to level u1&, denoted by a rater,
models the mechanism needed to invert the population of
upper transition@5#. The population decay rates are given
g12 and g23 for the transitionu1&-u2& and u2&-u3&, respec-
tively. The u1&-u3& transition is allowed as a two-photo
transition. In the standard density-matrix formalism with t
rotating wave and slowly varying envelope approximatio
the Maxwell-Schro¨dinger equations for our system read

ṙ1152g12r111rr2212ay12, ~1a!

ṙ225g12r112~g231r !r2222ay1212by23, ~1b!

ṙ335g23r2222by23, ~1c!

ẋ1252G12x122Day121by13, ~1d!

ẏ1252G12y121Dax122bx131a~r222r11!, ~1e!

ẋ2352G23x232Dby232ay13, ~1f!

ẏ2352G23y231Dbx231ax131b~r332r22!, ~1g!

ẋ1352G13x132~Da1Db!y132ay231by12, ~1h!

ẏ1352G13y131~Da1Db!y131ax232bx12, ~1i!

ȧ52ka2gy12, ~1j!

with r i j [xi j 1 iy i j being xi j and yi j real variables.k ac-
counts for the cavity losses andg[pn12Nm12

2 /\«0 for the
unsaturated gain parameter of the lasing transition with
quencyn12 andN being the density of atoms.Da andDb are,
respectively, the laser field and driving field detunings fro
the corresponding atomic resonances. The laser field de
ing is a variable linked with the cavity detuningDc through
the expressionDa5Dc2g(x12/a). Finally, the coherence
decay rates are given byG125(g121g231r )/2, G235(g23
1r )/2, andG135g12/2. In what follows, we will consider the
completely resonant case, i.e.,Dc5Da5Db50, which
meansx125x235y1350 @6#. In our notation,ay12.0(,0)
andby23.0(,0) mean, respectively, laser field and drivin
field absorption~amplification!.

From a linear stability analysis of the trivial solution co
responding toa50, it is easy to show that the trivial solutio
can be destabilized leading to laser emission through eith
pitchfork or a Hopf bifurcation@7#. The necessary and suffi
cient condition for the pitchfork bifurcation to occur is

n12[r112r22.nth
p [

k

gS G121
b2

G13
D1

by23

G13
, ~2a!

while for the Hopf bifurcation it reads@8#
d

g

e

,

-

n-

r a

n12.nth
H[

G121G13

g~G121k!
@k~k1G121G13!

1G12G131b2#2
by23

G121k
. ~2b!

The smallest of these two population differencesnth
p andnth

H

determines the laser emission threshold. Clearly from E
~2!, there are two different ways of achieving a large inve
sion with no laser oscillation:~i! using a cavity with high
lossesk ~i.e., low-Q factor! and~ii ! using a coherent driving
field, which through the termsb2 and by23 can greatly in-
crease the lasing thresholds, giving rise to the so-ca
population inversion without lasing phenomena. In what f
lows we will focus on the second case in which inversi
without lasing is due to the presence of the driving field. T
two termsb2 andby23 are related with the ac splitting of th
common levelu2& ~Rabi sidebands or Autler-Townes dou
blet! and with the quantum interference between these s
bands. In our case in which there is population inversion,
gain spectrum consists of an Autler-Townes doublet w
positive peaks atDa'6b. However, it is well known@9,10#
that the Autler-Townes doublet is not just the superposit
of two Lorentzians centered atDa'6b. These two reso-
nances are not independent and therefore there is qua
interference between them. In our case this interferenc
destructive in the resonance region2b,Da,b, which
means that the gain there is smaller than that correspon
to the addition of two independent Lorentzians. As a resul
this destructive quantum interference, one can even h
negative gain~i.e., absorption! at Da50 in cases where ther
is population inversion. A detailed analysis of the influen
of the quantum interference between the dressed-state
nances in different three-level atomic configurations can
found in Ref.@10#. Alternatively, inversion without amplifi-
cation at line center in this configuration can be explained
using the quantum-jump formalism@9,10#. This formalism
allows one to calculate the respective contributions of
various physical processes responsible for the amplifica
or the attenuation of the laser field: one-photon induc
emissionu1&→u2& and stimulated two-photon emissionu1&
→u3& or one-photonu2&→u1& and two-photonu3&→u1& ab-
sorptions, respectively. In our case one obtains@10# that at
line center loss processes overcome gain processes, the
source of losses being two-photon absorption.

For the cascade scheme under consideration the dri
field transition is not inverted, which means driving fie
absorption in the steady-state regime, i.e.,by23.0. Thus, we
will use the contribution of the termby23/G13 to Eq. ~2a! to
prevent laser oscillation in the inverted transition through
pitchfork bifurcation even for a lossless cavity. On the oth
hand, from Eq.~2b! it is easy to see that even for the lossle
cavity limit there is a threshold value for the gain parame
below which laser oscillation is not possible through t
Hopf bifurcation. Fork50 this threshold gain reads

gth~k50!5
~G121G13!~G12G131b2!

G12n121by23
. ~3!

Therefore, by choosing appropriate values for the parame
of the cascade system such thatn12,by23/G13 @see Eq.~2a!#
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3040 PRA 59J. MOMPART, R. CORBALÁN, AND R. VILASECA
and by taking the value of the gain parameter belowgth , we
can achieve a large inversion in the laser transition with
laser oscillation irrespective of the value of the cavity loss

In a two-level system the nonlasing solution destabiliz
through a pitchfork bifurcation and, by takingb50 in Eq.
~2a!, the corresponding threshold population difference
laser oscillation readsnth[(k/g)G12. In this case, a ‘‘lossy’’
cavity is used to achieve a large population inversion and
giant pulse is generated when theQ factor of the cavity is
switched from a low value to a high value. In the three-le
system under investigation,~i! we use the coherent field ac
ing on the lower transition to achieve a large populat
inversion in the upper transition without laser oscillation, a
~ii ! we generate the giant pulse in the upper transition
switching off the driving field in the lower one. Once th
driving field is switched off, the ration12/nth(b50), being
nth(b50)5(k/g)G12, defines the relative amount of popu
lation inversion above the threshold population inversion
laser oscillation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the stability domain in thek-g plane of
the trivial nonlasing solution for the following parameter s
ting: g12510 kHz, g23550 MHz, r 550 kHz, and b
525 MHz. These relaxation rates are typical values for
electric-dipole forbidden,g12, and an allowed,g23, transi-
tion in the optical domain. Thus, as in traditionalQ-switched
systems, we assume an upper laser level lifetime in the ra
of a fraction of a millisecond@2#. The solid line represent
the curven125nth

H . At the left-hand side of the solid line
n12,nth

H , which guarantees the stability of the nonlasing s
lution since for these parameter valuesnth

p @nth
H , which

means that the trivial solution can destabilize only throu
the Hopf bifurcation. Forg,gth(k50)51000 MHz2, there
is no laser oscillation irrespective of the value of the cav
losses. The dotted lines in Fig. 2 represent the rela
amount of inversion above the threshold inversion just a

FIG. 2. Stability domain of the nonlasing solution in thek-g
plane for the following parameter setting:g12510 kHz, g23

550 MHz, r 550 kHz, and b525 MHz. At the left- ~right-!
hand side of the solid line, the nonlasing solution is stable~un-
stable!. The dotted lines represent the relative amount of popula
inversion above the threshold population inversion for laser os
lation once the driving field is switched off.
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the switching off of the driving field, i.e.,n12/nth(b50).
Figures 3 and 4 show the development of the giant la
pulse in the upper transition of the cascade scheme u
investigation for the same parameters as in Fig. 2 withk
55 MHz, g5900 MHz2, m12510231 C cm, and m23
510228 C cm. These values form12 andm23 are consistent
with the corresponding spontaneous population decaysg12

n
l-

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the~a! driving field intensity, ~b!
population difference in the laser transition, and~c! intensity of the
generated laser pulses. The parameters are as in Fig. 2 wik
55 MHz, g5900 MHz2, m12510231 C cm, and m23510228

C cm. The dotted line in~b! represents the threshold populatio
inversion for laser oscillation in the absence of the driving field, i
nth(b50).

FIG. 4. Enlarged part of the time evolution of Fig. 3.
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PRA 59 3041GIANT PULSE LASING IN THREE-LEVEL SYSTEMS
and g23 provided that the transition frequencies satisfyv12

'6v23 @11#. Substituting these parameter values in Eqs.~1!
with a50, we obtain the following steady-state populati
inversion with the driving field onn12

ss50.5. On the other
hand, the threshold inversions for these parameters read
Eqs. ~2a! and ~2b!: nth

p 51193 andnth
H50.61. Thus, during

the first 225 ms the presence of the driving field@Figs. 3~a!
and 4~a!# with an intensity of 3.7 W cm22, which corre-
sponds tob525 MHz @12#, prevents laser oscillation and
large population inversion accumulates@Figs. 3~b! and 4~b!#
@13#. The dotted line in these figures represents the thres
population inversion in the absence of the external la
field, i.e., nth(b50). After the population inversion satu
rates, the driving field is switched off for 25ms and a giant
laser pulse develops since then the population inversio
well above the threshold population inversion~dotted line!.
For the parameters used, the peak intensity of the laser p
gives (I a)peak51.33 MW cm22 with a pulse width at half
maximum about 210 ns and an integrated pulse energ
0.33 mJ cm22. Note that the pulse duration is similar t
that of the longest pulses from traditionalQ-switched sys-
tems@1#. The time delay between the instantaneous swit
ing off and the pulse generation is 1.1ms @14# and the rep-
etition rate of the laser pulses is 4 kHz. It should
remarked that a laser field with a power of a few watts is a
to control the generation of laser pulses of a few megaw
of peak power.

With the above parameters andv125231016 s21, g
5900 MHz2 requires an atomic density N58.5
31013 cm23. Notice that for a giveng the required density
N is inversely proportional tov12m12

2 . Therefore, by simply
increasingg12 ~which scales asm12

2 ) by two orders of mag-
nitude, the atomic density decreases by two orders of m
nitude. Unfortunately, withg1251 MHz and other param
eters as for Fig. 3, the peak intensity of the laser pulse
quite small, (I a)peak512.3 W cm22. One obtains the sam
atomic densityN58.531011 cm23 by simultaneously de-
creasing the gain parameter by one order of magnitudeg
590 MHz2 and increasingg12 by one order of magnitude to
g1250.1 MHz. In this case, withk50.5 MHz, the peak
intensity of the resulting pulses is (I a)peak52.5
3103 W cm22. From the preceding results one can es
mate that a lower bound for the atomic density required
observe the generation of laser pulses isN'1012 cm23.

Figure 5 shows the intensity of the laser pulse, alo
pulse evolution, as a function of the relative amount of
version above threshold for different values of the cav
lossesk. Clearly, decreasing the cavity losses, the peak
tensity increases significantly since the amount of initial
version also increases.

On the other hand, when the unsaturated gain parame
increased fromg5900 MHz2 to g51100 MHz2, the non-
lasing solution destabilizes through the Hopf bifurcati
even in the presence of the driving field, sincenth

H(g
51100 MHz2)50.48,n12

ss50.5. In this particular case, af
ter a transient the system reaches a cw regime with a l
field intensity (I a)cw(g51100 MHz2)52.731024

MW cm22. Notice that for this case, the ratio betwe
(I a)peak(g5900 MHz2) and (I a)cw(g51100 MHz2) is
around 5000. In ordinaryQ-switched systems the ratio be
m
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tween peak power of the pulse and steady-state power is
of this order of magnitude@15#. Finally, as a numerical ex
ample, for a resonator of lengthl 515 cm and a beam sec
tion of 0.1 cm2, the giant pulse power outside the ring ca
ity can be easily calculated assuming a transmittanceT
52lk/c50.5% to be (Pa)out

peak56.7 kW. This is between
two and three orders of magnitude smaller than the p
power that can be achieved with traditionalQ-switched la-
sers@1,2#. However, it is perhaps more instructive to com
pare the above performance to that obtained in the cas
applying the standardQ-switching technique to our system
For this purpose we substituted the coherent drive field by
incoherent continuous pump field characterized by a bidir
tional transfer rateR between levelsu3& and u2&, and
switched the cavity decay ratek betweenk51000 MHz
and k55 MHz. The cavity losses were set to the highk
value for time intervals of 225ms, separated by time inter
vals of 25 ms with k55 MHz. For pump rates betwee
R55 MHz andR550 MHz we always obtained peak pow
ers smaller than in the previous case where coherent co
of lasing was used@for instance, forR525 MHz one ob-
tains (I a)peak50.49 MW cm22]. This is due to the absenc
of coherent coupling between pump and laser fields~one has
now r1350) and also to the fact that while there was
increase in the population differencen12 after the coherent
drive field was switched off@see Fig 4~b!#, this increase ob-
viously does not occur when the cavityQ is switched.

In Fig. 6 the role of the time profile of the driving field i
investigated by modeling its switching off through a hype
Gaussian profile given by

I b~ t2t0!5I b
~0!e2cn~ t2t0!n

~4!

with cn53n22 being n510,2,1.5,1.25,1,0.8, the paramet
that accounts for how fast the driving field is switched o
with n5` corresponding to the square profile.t05225 ms
indicates the switching-off time andI b

(0)53.7 W cm22 the
initial driving field intensity. As it is clearly seen in Fig. 6

FIG. 5. Intensity of the generated laser pulses along time e
lution as a function of the relative amount of population differen
above the threshold population inversion for different values of
cavity lossesk.
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3042 PRA 59J. MOMPART, R. CORBALÁN, AND R. VILASECA
the time delay until the pulse develops increases and
peak intensity decreases as we switch off slower the driv
field intensity. Forn<1.5 the instantaneous population d
ferencen12(t) crosses several times the instantaneous thr
old population inversionnth

H(t) and several pulses develo
For switching-off times larger than a few tens ofms the laser
pulse almost vanishes.

It is worth remarking that up to now we have consider
a homogeneously broadened system. The coherent contr
lasing we have described is fragile with respect to Dopp
broadening of the two-photon transition, in the most gene
case in which the frequencies of drive (vb) and laser fields
(va) are different. In fact, it is well known@16–18# that the
modifications of the optical properties of the lasing tran
tion, induced by the driving optical field, do not change s
nificantly as long as the two-photon resonance condit
Da52Db is fulfilled. Thus, forDa5Db50, we know that
our system shows IWL in the absence of Doppler broad
ing. However, since the linear Doppler effect results in a
ditional detunings, atoms with velocityvÞ0 will ‘‘see’’ the
frequencies of driving and laser fields (vbÞva) affected by
different Doppler shifts. These atoms will not fulfill the two
photon resonance condition and therefore will amplify t
laser field, so that there will always be lasing.

As a guide for the practical development of the propos
method for generating giant pulses of laser light, let us su
marize the main requirements:~a! cascade three-level con
figuration with population inversion at the lasing transiti
@19#; ~b! metastable upper laser level (g12d104,105 Hz with
m12;10231 C cm); ~c! relatively high number densitiesN
>1012 cm23 ~in the specific example investigated prev
ously, N;1014 cm23); ~d! Doppler-free configuration;~e!
good laser cavity (k less than a few MHz!; and~f! fast driv-
ing field switching off~a switching time interval smaller tha
a few tens ofms). Conditions~e! and~f! are in principle easy
to achieve.

FIG. 6. ~a! Different time profiles for the driving field switching
off, and ~b! the corresponding intensity of the generated la
pulses. Each curve is characterized by a different value of the
rametern that accounts for how fast the driving field is switched o
@see Eq.~4! in the text#.
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IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Although the study presented in this paper is intended
give a general insight into the phenomenon of coherent c
trol of IWL and, eventually, of lasing, we give below som
considerations regarding experimental systems in which
above ideas could be tested.

In our numerical example above we assumedb/g23
51/2, which means that these driving field intensities can
easily attained with cw laser powers. Since the upper la
level is metastable~as in conventionalQ-switched systems!,
the needed incoherent excitation rates are also very mo
ate,r .g12!g23.

The impurity ions in media used in crystalline solid-sta
lasers~e.g., ruby or Nd:YAG! have homogeneously broad
ened electric dipole forbidden transitions between states a
ing from the inner unfilled shells@2#. Conditions~b!, ~c!, and
~d! above are fulfilled and it would be necessary to explo
the energy level diagrams of these media to know whet
there are suitable cascade configurations to fulfill condit
~a!.

A practical candidate to test the proposed method is C2 .
Population inversion in the regular bands 0001
21000(0200) of CO2, centered at 10.4mm (9.4 mm), can
be efficiently achieved by electrical pumping in low pressu
CO2:N2 :He mixtures. The lower level 1000(0200) of the
lasing transition can be coupled by means of a HCl lase
14 mm ~by means of an optically pumped CF4 laser at
16 mm) @20# to the 0110 level for the coherent control of th
laser emission at 10.4mm (9.4 mm). Due to the long
wavelengths involved, the Doppler broadening plays a mi
role and the decay of the various levels is essentially de
mined by collisions, leading to lifetimes of the order
tenths of a millisecond. Thus, this system fulfills conditio
~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d! above.

Rydberg levels of alkali-metal atoms with principal qua
tum numbersn.20 are long lived since the lifetime scale
approximately asn3. Rubidium is particularly interesting
since many highly excitedS and D states can be reache
from the groundS state with four diode lasers. The ma
problem with Rb is Doppler broadening. Possible remed
are to make the driving Rabi frequency comparable to
Doppler width @16–18# or to add a buffer gas to use th
Dicke narrowing of the two-photon transition for the su
pression of its Doppler broadening. Unfortunately, in ad
tion to the high power needed in both cases, it decreases
gain itself too, which might be compensated by the incre
of the density of atoms in a cell. An alternative approa
could be to use a dense atomic beam, but it is importan
notice that the required atomic densities are difficult
achieve in practice. Although technically more difficult, th
best solution is to use a sample of Rb atoms that has b
laser cooled~thus eliminating Doppler broadening! and then
eventually subjected to magnetic trapping and evapora
cooling to increase the atomic density.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a method to generate giant pulse
laser light in three-level media based on the inversion w
out amplification phenomenon. In this technique, an exter
coherent field couples one transition while an incoher

r
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PRA 59 3043GIANT PULSE LASING IN THREE-LEVEL SYSTEMS
pumping mechanism acting on the other transition creat
large population inversion. The presence of the external la
field prevents laser oscillation in the inverted transition ev
in a high-Q cavity on resonance with this transition. Th
switching off of the external coherent field results in t
release as a laser pulse of short duration of the energy a
mulated in the laser transition. In particular, we have cons
ered a cascade three-level system deriving explicit neces
conditions for the appearance of the giant laser pulses.
have shown that an external coherent field with a power
few watts is able to control the generation of laser pulses
a few megawatts of peak power. Different time profiles
the switching off of the external coherent field have be
investigated showing that several laser pulses can dev
rc
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when the driving field is adiabatically switched off. A com
parison between the expected performances of the prop
scheme and those of traditionalQ-switched systems has bee
performed and some considerations for a practical realiza
of the technique have been discussed.
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~1992!; E. Arimondo, inProgress in Optics XXXV, edited by
E. Wolf ~Elsevier Science, Amsterdam, 1996!; S.E. Harris,
Phys. Today50~7!, 36 ~1997!, and references therein.

@5# Note that to invert the population between levelsu1& and u2&,
the incoherent pumping scheme must consist of a transfe
population from levelu2& to an atomic level above levelu1&
~not shown in Fig. 1!, followed by a radiative or nonradiative
decay to levelu1&. As in most theoretical treatments, this d
cay is considered here so fast that the population of the e
level can be neglected.

@6# In the numerical simulations we will maintain small but no
zero detunings to allow dispersive effects to take place a
therefore, including the possibility of detuned continuous wa
lasing even with driving and cavity on resonance with th
respective transitions. See R. Corbala´n, J. Mompart, R. Vila-
seca, and E. Arimondo, Quantum Semiclassic. Opt.10, 309
~1998!; and Refs.@7# and @8#.

@7# J. Mompart, C. Peters, and R. Corbala´n, Phys. Rev. A57, 2163
~1998!.

@8# Depending on the parameter values, the Hopf bifurcat
yields to a continuous wave~cw! or a self-pulsing lasing re-
gime, see Ref.@7# and A.G. Vladimorov, P. Mandel, S.F. Ye
lin, M.D. Lukin, and M.O. Scully, Phys. Rev. E57, 1499
~1998!.

@9# C. Cohen-Tannoudji, B. Zambon, and E. Arimondo, J. O
Soc. Am. B10, 2107~1993!.
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@11# From the expression of the EinsteinA coefficient, one obtains

the following relationship between the spontaneous de
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2(v12/v23)
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@12# The relationship between the laser intensityI and the Rabi

frequencyV is given by I 5
1
2 e0c\2 (V/m)2. When I is ex-

pressed in W cm22, V in Hz, and m in C cm, I 51.48
310271 (V/m)2.

@13# In the numerical simulation, we fix a minimum Rabi frequen
a (0)51023 MHz which corresponds to an intensityI a

(0)

55.9231023 W cm22 in order to allow, if possible, the de
stabilization of the trivial nonlasing solution.

@14# This time delay depends on the minimum Rabi frequencya (0).
For values ofa (0)/g13 in the range (1024,10) this dependence
reads as follows: Time delay5T01k ln(a0/g13), with T0

50.815 ms and k520.097 ms. This means that a larg
change in the value ofa (0) is practically equivalent to a shift in
time scale by a small amount. Note that witha (0)50 the time
delay would be infinite, i.e., the laser does not switch on. T
is a feature of the semiclassical laser equations, which ign
spontaneous emission into the laser mode@see Eq.~1j!#.
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and Electronics Engineers, Piscataway, NJ, 1998!, p. QTuE1;
and unpublished.

@19# For an on-resonance driving field, inversion without ampli
cation can also be obtained in the so-calledV-type andL-type
three-level systems provided that there is also inversion in
driven transition~see Ref.@10#!. As in the cascade configura
tions, absorption is due to the predominance of the two-pho
loss processes at line center.
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